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ملخص
knowledge cities defined as those cities which owns the economy depends on the output of high-value, which in turn depends on the sources of scientific and technical research and competencies and human resources for members of these cities.

This research deals with the concept of "civil innovation engine" through the presentation of some historical models along with contemporary models, and offers a range of proposed guides that will help transform the traditional civil institutions to the process of innovation engines. The research aims to achieve two goals: first - stimulation research on the levels; theoretical and practical knowledge in the field of innovation, second exploration the limits of civil creativity and diverse and different subdomains.

The research is based on descriptive analytical method which reveals the conditions relating to a particular phenomenon at the moment to support the pluses and stand up for the negatives and the development of plans electronic necessary for evaluating programs, furthermore the researcher used content analysis approach to the extrapolation of the literature specialist intellectual production that addresses the issue or phenomenon knowledge cities, and it to find out the dimensions of this phenomenon from different directions.

research is divided into three main sections: the elements of innovation environment, civil innovation engines, and optimal policies for building knowledge cities.
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